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FAA Safety Team | Safer Skies Through Education
New FAA Safety Briefing Available
Notice Number: NOTC3742
The May/June 2012 issue of FAA Safety Briefing focuses on extreme weather. Articles provide
important tips on how to detect, prepare for, and avoid some of the more extreme varieties of
weather conditions GA pilots may encounter in their region of the country, including thunderstorms,
tornadoes, hurricanes, icing, fog, freezing rain and more. Hear from weather experts at the FAA
who offer advice on how to be prepared for these situations and provide updates on the many
helpful tools and resources now available to pilots.
For more on how to improve your weather knowledge, check out the new issue at:
http://1.usa.gov/IHfCA6.
In addition, the issue's Nuts, Bolts, and Electrons department (pg. 27) looks at the newly released
versions of the Aviation Maintenance Technician (AMT) Handbooks, and Vertically Speaking (pg.
29) reviews minimum safe altitudes and VFR weather minimum for rotorcraft operations.
This notice is being sent to you because you selected "FAA Newsletters" in your preferences on
FAASafety.gov. If you wish to adjust your selections, log into
https://www.faasafety.gov/Users/pub/preferences.aspx where you can update your preferences.
Over 10,150 AMTs earned an AMT Award last year. Will you, this year?
FAASafety.gov | Email Preferences | Opt Out
Do not reply to this email as it is an unmonitored mailbox. Contact us for comments or questions.
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New Pilot Deviation Rules Surprise Pilots
The Airline Pilots Association is advising members (PDF) to voluntarily report to
the FAA Aviation Safety Action Program even the most minor deviation from ATC
instructions, regardless of their origin (ie equipment failure or even weather
deviations) or risk being written up for a pilot deviation (PD). Although airline
pilots are more likely to run afoul of a new FAA internal reporting policy for
deviations, it applies to all aircraft under active control and the consequences can
include FAA enforcement and a note on a pilot's permanent record. While the
intent of the policy shift appears to be to encourage pilots to self report deviations
(doing so triggers enforcement "incentives" that reduce the consequences) ALPA
says pilots who have been assured by controllers that the transgression is a minor
one not worthy of FAA attention have found out later that they've been written up.
In one case, according to ALPA, a Delta crew departing Atlanta on autopilot went
off track briefly when the autopilot disconnected. They flew manually to the correct
track and were assured by the controller that it was "no problem." Under the new
rules, however, that controller was required to report the incident and it was
forwarded to a "quality assurance 'clearing house'" which ultimately decided if an
enforceable pilot deviation occurred. In that spirit, ALPA has essentially invited its
pilots to flood the system with reports. "Any safety-related event, any slight
deviation from clearance, even if not noted by ATC, should be documented via
ASAP," ALPA advised its members. "Again, if in doubt, file. If you have doubt, and
that doubt is somehow dispelled later, file anyway! Do not let assurances from
ATC convince you that an ASAP report is somehow unnecessary." It's
recommending that all members of the cockpit crew file the reports and that they
also consider filing one to the NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Program (also
acronym ASAP) whose mandate is to collect air safety data rather than mitigate
enforcement action.
http://www.avweb.com/avwebflash/news/Pilot_Deviation_Rules_Surprise_Pilots_2
06720-1.html
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Night VFR flying
Civil Air Patrol pilots are allowed to fly VFR at night. An instrument rating adds to
the safety margin at night, but it is not required. In many conversations with VFR
only pilots, some new, some with many hours, the discussion of personal
minimums for ceiling and visibility comes up. Many of these pilots agree that 5
sm visibility and a 3000 foot ceiling provide the experienced VFR only pilot with a
good margin of safety at night in the typical flat lands around the America.
I continue the conversation with the question, “What constitutes a 3000 foot
ceiling?” The standard FAA answer is "the height above the earth's surface of the
lowest layer of clouds or obscuring phenomena that is reported as broken,
overcast, obscuration, and not classified as thin or partial". That is the correct
answer….
We continue our discussion focusing on day time flying where you can see and
avoid the scattered clouds below the broken ceiling. But at night how do you see
these scattered clouds. Yes I know there are some techniques were the ground
lights may blink out when a cloud gets in your way, but why stack the deck
against you.
Leading the conversation, I ask why not, for night VFR, consider all forecast or
reported clouds, few, scattered or broken to be the ceiling. DUAT is forecasting
2,600 few, 3000 scattered with the ceiling 5,000 broken 10 sm visibility. Nice
conditions for a day VFR but maybe not good enough for a night VFR if we
consider the 2600 few is lower than our 3000 foot ceiling minimum.
I would be interested in your comments. And, by the way, if you really enjoy
night flying why not look up your favorite CFII and begin work on that
instrument rating.
Bob Dilk, Major, CAP
CFI, CFII
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SAFETY OFFICER COLLEGE 2012
The dates of the Safety Officer College
(CAPSOC) are June 11-15, 2012 with
travel days on the June 10th and 16th at
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.
Applications will be received and
students will be selected by each Wing
Commander, and for staff officers
assigned to the region HQ, Region
Commander.
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